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Abstract
Quantifying certain physiological traits under heat-stress is crucial for maximizing genetic 
gain for wheat yield and yield-related components. In-season estimation of different physi-
ological traits related to heat stress tolerance can ensure the finding of germplasm, which 
could help in making effective genetic gains in yield. However, estimation of those com-
plex traits is time- and labor-intensive. Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) based hyperspec-
tral imaging could be a powerful tool to estimate indirectly in-season genetic variation for 
different complex physiological traits in plant breeding that could improve genetic gains for 
different important economic traits, like grain yield. This study aims to predict in-season 
genetic variations for cellular membrane thermostability (CMT), yield and yield related 
traits based on spectral data collected from UAVs; particularly, in cases where there is a 
small sample size to collect data from and a large range of features collected per sample. 
In these cases, traditional methods of yield-prediction modeling become less robust. To 
handle this, a functional regression approach was employed that addresses limitations of 
previous techniques to create a model for predicting CMT, grain yield and other traits in 
wheat under heat stress environmental conditions and when data availability is constrained. 
The results preliminarily indicate that the overall models of each trait studied presented a 
good accuracy compared to their data’s standard deviation. The yield prediction model pre-
sented an average error of 13.42%, showing the function-on-function algorithm chosen for 
the model as reliable for small datasets with high dimensionality.
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Introduction

Predicting yield early in wheat (Triticum aestivum) breeding programs can reduce the time 
it takes to produce a new variety and accelerate crop management practices over the sea-
son, like market planning, fertilizer application and harvest procedure preparation (Raun 
et  al., 2001). Developing new and improved wheat varieties adapted to a wide range of 
environmental conditions in a timely manner is key to successful wheat breeding. How-
ever, accounting for the effects of the environment on the expression of a genotype as well 
as the high cost of multi-site evaluations in both time and labor spent can be a challenge. 
Statistics and genomic mechanisms ease these challenges through accurate predictions of 
grain yield and other parameters allowing for the rapid selection of candidate lines for tar-
get environments. Multiple approaches to grain yield prediction in agriculture have been 
developed, including those using soil analysis combined with plant indices (Raun et  al., 
2001; Pantazi et  al., 2016), weather conditions and time-series analyses (Bell and Fis-
cher, 1994), or multiple plant indices from canopy reflectance (Hansen et  al., 2002). As 
these approaches rely on a small range of features that define the plant, they require large 
amounts of data to develop robust models that allow for the indirect selection of superior 
wheat lines through predictions of certain phenotypic parameters.

High-temperature stress in wheat can lead to shorter grain growth, causes early plant 
senescence and reduce photosynthesis, thus reducing the grain filling period, accelerat-
ing phasic development reducing carbon assimilation and reducing spike fertility, grain 
weight and yield (Farooq et al., 2011). These negative effects can be amplified when heat 
stress is experienced during the reproductive period (Midmore et al., 1982; Al-Khatib and 
Paulsen, 1984; Wardlaw et al., 1980). Thus, quantifying the heat stress tolerance (HST) of 
wheat lines is crucial for maximizing crop production. Heat stress tolerance can be thought 
of as a particular plant or genotype’s capacity to maintain expected levels of grain yield 
and other quality traits while experiencing environmental temperatures considered to be 
above the threshold at which a wheat plant can be expected to experience high temperature 
physiological stress (Balla et al., 2011).The heat stress tolerance of a particular wheat line 
can be indirectly estimated by determining the relative performance of certain morpho-
physiological traits when exposed to temperatures higher than the typical range of growth. 
Various complex physiological and morphological traits are used for genetic improvement 
against heat stress, including cellular membrane thermostability (CMT), which is related to 
cellular thermo-tolerance and is estimated through the permeability of cellular membranes. 
CMT has been used as an indirect measurement of heat-stress tolerance and grain yield in 
diverse plant species, including wheat (Reynolds et al., 1998; Blum et al., 2001; Talukder 
et al., 2014).

In-field surveying for plant phenotypes and trait detection to assess plant yield status 
and create plant inventory are expensive, labor-intensive and time-consuming (Ampatzidis 
et al., 2017; Luvisi et al., 2016). High throughput phenotyping (HTP) shows potential to 
alleviate issues of phenotyping and improve wheat breeding efficiency (Babar et al., 2006; 
Babar et al., 2007; Rutkoski et al., 2016; Krause et al., 2019). Unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs) equipped with sensing systems can collect and produce important phenotypic data 
much quicker than time-consuming in-situ phenotyping methods. Techniques for HTP uti-
lizing UAV-collected spectral data and machine learning have been used for the rapid eval-
uation of several crops in a large-scale commercial field setting (Ampatzidis and Partel, 
2019; Ampatzidis et al., 2019, 2020), including vegetation index development (Costa et al., 
2020) and disease detection (Abdulridha et  al., 2019, 2020a, b). In wheat, Zhang et  al. 
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(2020) used multispectral satellite imagery to obtain a root mean squared error (RMSE) 
in predicting the yield of 786.50 kg/ha. Zhang et al. (2018) got an RMSE of 353.00 kg/ha 
on only the chosen spectra wavelengths. However, comparison between different studies 
is problematic since each has its own dataset. To precisely evaluate the best approach for 
predictions, the same dataset has to be used.

Hyperspectral UAV imagery involves complex and high-dimensional data. The unit of 
observation is a curve or set of finely sampled curves over a grid. Data analytics refer to 
these data points as functional data. It has been found that the appropriate way to process 
these functional data points is to integrate all of the information contained within collected 
spectral wavelengths into the prediction model to leverage latent data structures that oth-
erwise would be lost if individual band-specific vegetation indices (VIs) are used instead 
(Aguate et al., 2017). When a large sample of high-dimensional data is available (i.e. there 
are a large number of individuals or plots from which spectral data are collected ) that can 
be used as within both a training and testing dataset. Regularized neural networks have 
been shown to accurately model grain yield predictions in wheat (Ruß et al., 2008). How-
ever, in cases with fewer plots to collect data from and a narrower range of phenotypic 
values, these methods become less robust. To process such data, methods that can exploit 
the non-linear correlation structure of the spectral curves (aka. plant signatures) and con-
sider the input-output correlation structure of data is desirable. Partial least square (PLS) 
is a well-established technique (Hansen et al., 2002) that captures the input-output corre-
lation when performing dimensionality reduction. Nevertheless, PLS is a linear approach 
and does not exploit the non-linearity of the curves. Functional regression techniques are 
particularly designed for this purpose and can perform dimensionality reduction by exploit-
ing non-linear correlations. However, most of the functional regression approaches used in 
yield prediction ignore the input-output relationship when performing the dimensionality 
reduction (Montesinos-López et al. 2017a, b). This paper employed a recently developed 
functional regression approach that addresses the limitations of the previous techniques to 
create a model for predicting grain yield in wheat under heat stress environmental condi-
tions and when data availability is constrained by the processing of spectral data derived 
from the canopy reflectance of wheat plants collected via UAV-based hyperspectral sens-
ing. With this in mind, the objective of this research was to successfully and tenably imple-
ment the novel functional regression approach in a heat-stressed winter wheat production 
system to achieve satisfactorily high prediction accuracies in spite of low data volumes.

Materials and methods

Plant materials and experimental design

Field evaluations of a US facultative soft wheat panel were carried out by characterizing 
several yield and heat stress tolerance contributing traits in the wheat plants. The panel 
consisted of 40 advanced genotypes selected from a larger population of a soft red fac-
ultative wheat association mapping panel (SWAMP) (Pradhan et  al., 2019) known to be 
adapted to the warm and humid south and southeastern regions of the USA. The vernali-
zation requirements for those genotypes are generally low. The experiment was grown 
at Plant Science Research and Education Unit, or PSREU, in Citra, Florida, during the 
2018–2019 season. The wheat plots in Citra (29°24′17.6″N 82°10′41.5″W) were planted 
in a 5.09  m2 plot (3.35  m long/1.52  m wide) using an α-lattice experimental design (2 
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replications per planting), resulting in a total of 160 plots. The wheat plots were machine 
planted and consisted of seven equally spaced rows. Machine harvesting was carried out 
when plots had reached maturity, and grain moisture level was at around 12%. Harvesting 
dates were May 9th and May 14th, 2019, for the early and late planting dates. The panel 
was genetically characterized using 27,244 GBS-SNPs markers.

During the post-anthesis/grain-filling stages of wheat development, the temperatures in 
Citra, Florida fall between 30 and 35 °C, typically higher than most of the other wheat-
growing areas of the United States. The experiment was planted on November 15th, 2019, 
for early planting, and on December 15th, 2019, for late planting conditions. This way, the 
panel planted under the late planting condition could maximize the heat stress experienced 
during the reproductive and grain filling growth stages for those plants. The wheat plots 
in this experiment were irrigated as needed to avoid any unwanted water stress through 
overhead center-pivot irrigation every 15 days if there was no occurrence of rain. For ferti-
lization, nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and potassium (K) were applied at the rate of 5-10-
15 plus sulphur and micronutrients on the day of planting. Additionally, N was applied 
as a top dress as needed at a rate of 100.00 kg/ha. Round-up® (Bayer CropScience, Lev-
erkusen, Germany) was applied at the rate of 1.120 kg/ha at the fourth week after planting. 
Harmony® Extra (Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan, US) was applied at the 
rate of 42.03 g/ha six weeks after planting. Machine or manual weeding was carried out 
when required. Prosaro® 421 SC fungicide (Bayer CropScience, Leverkusen, Germany) 
was applied at the rate of 560.43 g/ha to control foliar diseases.

Trait measurement

A number of agronomic and heat stress tolerance secondary indicator traits were meas-
ured during the growing season, including grain yield measured in kg/ha, thousand kernel 
weight or TKW measured in grams, grain number per meter squared or  Gnm− 2 and cellular 
membrane thermostability or CMT, which is a unitless measurement by its nature. Grain 
number per meter squared was included over other traits as it represents the combination of 
spike number and grains per spike traits and thus is the most important yield component. 
This trait is affected by high temperature stress causing floret abortion during the flowering 
stages of the wheat plants, thus justifying the inclusion of  Gnm− 2 in the study. It is worth 
noting that certain traits in wheat such as spike number are important yield component 
traits, but are typically more affected by the environment as well as the ratio between fertile 
and non-fertile tillers. CMT has been shown to be a good heat stress tolerance indicator 
trait as it illustrates a plant’s ability to resist the protein denaturing that occurs as a result 
of heat shock damage to the cellular membrane. CMT is best understood as the differ-
ence in electrolyte leakage of leaf tissue samples before and after a heat shock autoclaving 
event. To determine a wheat genotype’s CMT, ten 10 mm leaf discs were collected from 
flag leaves of 10 individual plants chosen at random per experimental plot using a normal 
paper hole-punch. The 10 leaf discs were collected midway between the base and the tip 
of the leaf blade and placed into a glass vial containing 20 ml of ice-cold deionized water. 
The vials were kept on ice in a cooler leaf disc perturbance and electrolyte leakage is mini-
mized. Once the vials containing the samples were back in the lab, they were placed on a 
shaker at room temperature for 24 h to stimulate electrolyte leakage. After the first 24 h 
on the shaker, the electrolyte leakage readings were taken using a benchtop conductivity 
meter (Orion Star™ A212 Conductivity Benchtop Meter, Thermo Scientific™, Waltham, 
MA, USA). Immediately after, samples are autoclaved to kill the leaf tissue and release any 
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remaining electrolytes. They are then put back on the shaker for another 24 h at room tem-
perature. After the second 24 h, the electrolyte leakage readings were retaken. CMT will 
then be expressed in percentage units as the reciprocal of relative electrolyte leakage. CMT 
is then calculated from the two readings as:

CMT was taken at two different time points: 7 days after anthesis and 14 days after 
anthesis. The average of these two values for each plot was then used as the overall CMT.

Yield in kg/ha and yield-related traits, including grain number per square meter 
 (Gmn− 2) and thousand kernel weight in grams (TKW) were also calculated at maturity. 
Yield data was taken from the machine-harvested grain yield and was adjusted to a 12% 
moisture level and was used to calculate  Gnm− 2. For TKW, 250 kernels were collected 
from 10 wheat spikes randomly selected per experimental plot. The grain weight for 250 
wheat seeds or kernels was determined and converted into 1 000-grain weight. Thus, 1 000 
kernel weight (TKW) is calculated as:

Gnm− 2 was determined for each individual by the following equation:

Heading, anthesis and maturity date data were also taken as the number of days from 
the initial planting at which 50% of the plants within a plot had headed, flowered or yel-
lowed/senesced, respectively.

UAV‑based hyperspectral imaging

Spectral data were collected using a hexacopter UAV (Matrice 600 Pro, DJI, Shenzehen, 
China) equipped with a hyperspectral sensing system, Pika L 2.4 (Resonon, Bozeman, MT, 
USA). For UAV flight planning and mission control, the Pix4DCapture (Pix4D S.A., Prilly, 
Switzerland) software app was used on an iPad (Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA) connected 
to the remote controller of the UAV. The hyperspectral sensing system covers a 400–1 000 
nm range divided into 150 bands. It uses a 17 mm focal length lens with a field of view 
(FOV) of 17.60° and an instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of 0.71 mrad. In addition, this 
sensing system includes an inertial measurement unit (IMU) (DJI, Shenzehen, China) for 
multi-rotor aircraft flight control, recording the sensor position and orientation. The hyper-
spectral system has its own software and works separately from Pix4D. A front overlap of 
85% and side overlap of 70% were used for spectral data collection. Data were collected at 
an altitude of 60.96 m above the ground. A white calibration tarp was placed in the data 
collection region to calibrate the hyperspectral data collected.

The hyperspectral data were calibrated and analyzed using the Spectronon software 
(Spectronon Pro, Resonon, Bozeman, MT, USA). The georectification and radiometric cor-
rections were performed using the Spectronon Pro software, to get the GNSS/IMU and 
radiometric data. The regions of interest (RoI) were manually selected based on each plot 
position, and the spectral wavelengths data were collected. Hyperspectral imagery was col-
lected post-anthesis during the grain filling stages, and data taken from the best flight were 
used to develop the model for trait prediction. Best spectral data corresponded with the soft 
dough wheat growth stage, at or around Zadoks 85 (Simmons et al., 1985).

(1)CMT = (1 − Initial Reading∕Second Reading) ∗ 100

(2)TKW = (Grain Weight∕Seed Count) ∗ 1000

(3)Gnm − 2 = (Grain Yield∕10)∕(TKW∕1000)
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Function‑on‑function regression

Functional (profile) data refers to a set of observations that are temporally or spatially 
correlated. Figure  1 illustrates an example of functional data with the spectral reflec-
tance curve of a winter wheat sample. Spectral data measures the light being reflected 
by objects, with reflectance being the proportion of light radiation striking a surface 
reflected off it, given in percentage. Each pixel of a hyperspectral image is associated 
with a profile where the value of reflectance is observed at each wavelength. The reflec-
tance values are correlated, meaning that the neighboring wavelengths show close val-
ues of reflectance. Because of this correlation structure, treating each reflectance value 
as a separate variable (as most machine learning algorithms, including linear regression, 
do) causes overfitting and low predictability power. Therefore, algorithms that perform 
dimensionality reduction and summarize the profile data into a few features are required. 
Principal component analysis (PCA) as a method of dimensionality reduction of spectral 
profiles could be employed. However, it is not clear whether the features obtained from 
the dimensionality reduction step are strong predictors of the yield, as the measured 
errors correspond to the dimensionality reduction and regression steps together. As a 
result, more advanced approaches that perform dimensionality reduction simultaneously 
with regression modeling are necessary. Partial least squares address this limitation but 
fail to capture the non-linear correlation structure in profile data. Functional regression 
approaches have been designed to address this limitation. These models can include all 
the observations within a profile as follows:

 where and are model parameters to be estimated; is the value of the profile at the  tth spec-
tral frequency for the  ith sample; and is the yield value to be estimated.

(4)y_i = � + ∫ �(t)x_i(t)dt + e_i,

Fig. 1  Example of reflectance signature in winter wheat
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Most of the existing functional regression approaches use a predefined set of bases, 
including Fourier and splines, to span the functional space and decompose the curves. 
However, the selection of these bases is arbitrary, and it is not clear which set of bases are 
most appropriate. Therefore, data-driven learning of these bases while capturing the input-
output relationships is desirable. A recently developed approach is called function-on-
function regression with signal compression (Sigcomp), which identifies these bases opti-
mally (Luo and Qi, 2017). It is superior to most existing functional regression approaches 
in terms of prediction accuracy. Sigcomp was employed in this study for yield prediction 
purposes.

Cross‑validation clusters

To validate the regression model, a 5-fold cross-validation scheme was considered. To 
control the genomic relatedness among lines, the population was firstly stratified into 10 
clusters based on a discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC) (Jombart et al. 
2010) analysis using all single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers. Approximately 
4–6 lines were randomly drawn from each cluster to compose one of five new sub-groups 
for cross-validation. This process was replicated 10 times for model training. Figure  2 
shows the representation of the division of the dataset into five sub-groups.

Experimental design

Data analysis

The dataset was analyzed using classical statistical techniques to obtain the mean, stand-
ard deviation, skewness and coefficient of variation (CV). The standard deviation measures 
the spread of a distribution compared to the mean value, where lower (close to zero) val-
ues represent that the data points are closer to the mean. The skewness evaluates the data 
distribution, where values close to zero correspond to a symmetric distribution. Skewness 
presents a distribution of values clustered on smaller values (negative skewness) or higher 

Fig. 2  Representation of the division of the dataset into five groups based on 10 clusters according to simi-
lar genomic data
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values (positive skewness). The coefficient of variation shows the variability of the dataset 
to its mean value in percentages.

Yield traits prediction model

In this study, spectral data were collected by the UAV-based hyperspectral sensing sys-
tem from the wheat canopy. Manual data were also collected, such as days to heading and 
grain yield per area for each wheat plot. A model was created for each trait of the dataset. 
The dataset was split into five groups based on a previous clusterization of the genotypes 
by genomic data to allow each group to have genetically similar populations. A predictive 
model was trained by the Sigcomp algorithm using four of the groups as a training dataset 
and test the model’s performance on the remaining group. This procedure is repeated five 
times as is called cross-validation. This model predicts yield values based on the spectral 
data collected on April 23rd, 2019, approximately one month before harvest. Ideally, data 
from multiple flights with the hyperspectral camera-equipped UAV would be used for data 
processing. However, due to UAV availability and sensor miscalibration issues, only the 
data from a single flight date were usable for both the early and late plantings. The values 
for the predicted trait were then used together with the ground truth to measure the accu-
racy, repeatability and reproducibility of the created model.

Evaluation metrics

Evaluation metrics are used to compare the proposed solution with other works and the 
current methodology. Errors are used to generate the expected precision of a solution when 
used in a group of individuals, as they converge to the calculated error with larger num-
bers of measurements. The average error is useful when estimating values by averaging 
samples.

The measure of agreement is a comparison between two methodologies and generates 
an operational error within a confidence interval. The operational error is defined by a 
maximum and minimum error for which any subsequent estimation may lie. This means 
that there is an X percent chance for any subsequent usage of such methodology (where 
X is the confidence interval) that the measurement error will be within the maximum and 
minimum values.

Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and root mean squared error (RMSE)

The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is the computed average of absolute percent-
age errors by which forecasts of a model differ from actual values of what is being forecast. 
In this study, the yield prediction from the model is compared to the actual ground truth of 
yield gathered from harvest. The MAPE is given by the absolute difference between both 
the ground truth (Gt) and the prediction (P), divided by the ground truth, divided by the 
number of individuals (n). The formula for the MAPE is presented in Eq. 5.

The root mean squared error (RMSE) is the root of the squared difference between the 
ground truth (Gt) and predicted value (P), divided by the number of individuals (n) (Eq. 6). 
This is heavily used in the literature to measure the accuracy of a prediction model.

(5)MAPE = 1∕n
∑

|(Gt − P)∕Gt|
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Measure of agreement

The agreement between measurements refers to the degree of concordance between two 
sets of measurements of the same individual by two different methodologies. Statisti-
cal methods to test agreement are used to decide whether one technique for measuring a 
variable can substitute another (Ranganathan et al., 2017). In this study, the methodology 
imposed is the estimation of yield from the spectral data of the wheat canopy compared to 
the actual values from harvest. In such a case for prediction, the value of reproducibility 
and repeatability is also important, as it gives a range of operation to which the model can 
be applied.

The Pearson correlation coefficient is often inappropriately used to evaluate for agree-
ment, since it is an incorrect measure of reproducibility or repeatability (Watson and Petrie, 
2010). Observations of two different methods are often compared with this method, which 
only gives a percentage  (r2 in this case) that a new value would be inserted in the trending 
line, but does not give a range of certainty on which it would be predicted, or how accurate 
the real prediction is actually made.

The Bland and Altman diagram (Bland and Altman, 1999) is a display of the pattern 
and agreement of one variable being measured by two different methodologies (Watson 
and Petrie, 2010). The diagram plots the difference between a measurement pair on the 
vertical axis and the mean of the pair on the horizontal axis. To determine the repeatability, 
the method assumes a normal distribution of differences, where 95% of them are expected 
to lie between d ± 1.96 s, where d is the mean of observed differences and s is the standard 
deviation. The value of 1.96 represents 95% of the area of a normal distribution curve, 
where d ± 1.96 s represents the lower and upper bounds of the range. The Bland and Alt-
man diagram has a limitation of use in cases where a funnel effect is observed, where the 
data in the diagram resembles a funnel because, on higher mean values, the difference is 
lower. In such cases, the dataset must be appropriately transformed before use.

Results

Dataset analysis

The results of the dataset analysis are presented in Table 1. The values of coefficient of 
variation shows a variability of around 15% for most of the traits. The skewness also shows 
a distribution with low concentration of values in a certain range, as most values are close 

(6)RMSE =
√
((Gt − Pv)∕n)

Table 1  Dataset analysis for each 
of the traits

Trait Min–Max Mean CV (%) Skewness

Yield [kg/ha] 2413–7675 5279 15.79 − 0.51
CMT 50.78–92.18 74.44 7.30 − 0.97
Gnm2 [gn/m2] 8917–26,310 17918.22 17.82 0.02
TKW [g] 19.60–40.40 29.64 13.82 0.31
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to zero. The CMT trait presents lower variability (lower CV) and higher concentration of 
values in a certain range (Skewness close to −1). This makes the CMT trait model more 
susceptible to overfitting.

The dataset analysis is important to show the context for each model created. As most 
traits are expected to have similar values from a study with the same conditions, some vari-
ance is still expected to create a good model and avoid overfitting. These results suggest the 
need for a closer evaluation of the CMT model created.

Cross‑validation grouping analysis

The dataset was divided into similar groups based on genomic information. Therefore, 
it is expected that the average spectral curve representing each group to be similar. Fig-
ure 3a shows the average spectral curve for each group. This shows that groups 4 and 5 
have differences in the spectrum, which can be traced to differences in the sunlight condi-
tion during the flights. To counter the weather conditions on multiple flights, the curve is 
normalized by dividing every wavelength by the reflectance value of the first. The normal-
ized curves are presented in Fig. 3b. The normalized curves present the similarity expected 
between the groups, with some small variation on group 5 that is still acceptable.

Like the spectral curves, the average value for all traits in each group is also expected to 
be similar. To demonstrate the similarity of each trait, they are normalized by dividing each 
one by the maximum value. Figure 4 presents the normalized average trait values for each 
group. This shows that the average traits of each group vary under 10% of the difference. 
From both Figs. 3 and 4 analysis, it can be concluded that the population of each group is 
similar and therefore ideal for cross-validation.

Yield prediction

The panel consists of 144 plots after eliminating plots with no yield measurements col-
lected. On all five folds of the cross-validation, the MAPE for each group is presented in 
Table 2. Overall, the archived MAPE achieved was 13.42%. Such a low error indicates that 
given the relatively low number of individuals, the model is still robust for new data, with 
good repeatability as all the MAPEs found are relatively close.

The Bland and Altman diagram for the panel is presented in Fig. 5. It shows a reliabil-
ity range of −1663.97 to + 1754.56 kg/ha range of error. This means that the model can 
predict the yield within around 32% error (using the mean value as a base) on 95% of the 
predictions. The range of 32% in error with high reliability demonstrates the potential of 
this model for even datasets with a low number of individuals.

CMT prediction

The CMT model MAPEs are presented in Table 3. The average MAPE for all cross-valida-
tion folds presents a value of 5.28%. The low MAPE is predicted from the low variability 
of the dataset. To evaluate for an overfitting case, the variance of the dataset can be used. 
The average MAPE of 5.28% is equivalent to a variation of 3.93 of CMT units, which is 
lower than the variance of 10.19 of the dataset. This means that the result achieved is more 
precise than the variation of the dataset, demonstrating that the model has high prediction 
power and is not overly fitted.
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The Bland and Altman diagram for the CMT model is presented in Fig. 6. This shows 
a range of operation errors of −10.13 to + 10.21. This range of operation corresponds 
to around 13.71% of error considering the mean value of the CMT data. However, this 
range of operation is still precise, with under 15% error for all expected measurements 
using spectral data.

Fig. 3  a Mean spectral curve for each group, b normalized mean spectral curve for each group
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Fig. 4  Normalized average trait values for each group on the 5-fold cross-validation

Table 2  Value for MAPE, RMSE, standard deviation, minimum and maximum error values for each group 
in the cross-validation for yield prediction

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Average

MAPE 15.61% 10.18% 12.20% 12.03% 17.10% 13.42%
RMSE 960.44 kg/ha 757.06 kg/ha 845.39 kg/ha 792.02 kg/ha 991.08 kg/ha 869.20 kg/ha
Standard Devia-

tion
10.83% 8.96% 12.82% 6.73% 10.40% 9.95%

Min - Max 0.72–40.71% 1.02–35.86% 1.07–56.12% 0.56–25.15% 0.26–40.13%

Fig. 5  Bland and Altman diagram for the yield prediction model
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Gnm− 2 prediction

The MAPEs for the  Gnm− 2 model are presented in Table 4. The average MAPE for all 
cross-validation folds is 14.73%. This represents a good model for such a small training 
dataset. The  Gnm− 2 trait has the largest standard deviation of all data but still has a low 
error similar to the other traits. This shows the high accuracy of the algorithm chosen 
for modeling.

It can be seen that with the larger CV of the data, the model is expected to have a 
larger spread of errors. However, the MAPE is still lower than 20% on all folds. The 

Table 3  Value for MAPE for each group in the cross-validation for CMT estimation

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Average

MAPE 5.05% 4.09% 5.52% 4.24% 7.47% 5.28%
RMSE 5.03 4.14 4.76 4.08 7.23 5.05
Standard Deviation 3.73% 3.88% 3.92% 3.69% 3.97% 3.84%
Min–Max 0.04–16.82% 0.02–16.01% 0.75–14.97% 0.14–16.05% 0.09–15.42%

Fig. 6  Bland and Altman diagram for the CMT dataset

Table 4  Value for MAPE for each group in the cross-validation for  Gnm2 estimation

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Average

MAPE 17.80% 11.68% 13.16% 12.61% 18.66% 14.73%
RMSE 3,541.79 2,548.85 3,063.61 3,166.15 3,597.14 3,183.51
Standard Deviation 13.80% 7.99% 12.07% 12.17% 10.91% 11.39%
Min–Max 0.00–49.45% 0.94–41.02% 0.99–53.58% 0.34–60.39% 1.77–56.13%
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low MAPE with a large spread of errors shows that the model algorithm is reliable on 
all sizes of datasets. This shows a promising application for further studies.

The Bland and Altman diagram for the  Gnm− 2 model is presented in Fig.  7. It 
shows a reliability of error between − 6125.15 and + 6414.87. When comparing the 
mean value of the data, these values correspond to an error of operation of 35.82%. 
This is a good estimation for a model trained in a small dataset.

TKW prediction

The cross-validation MAPE for the TKW model is presented in Table 5. The overall 
average value of MAPE for this model is 9.13%. This low MAPE compared with the 
CV of the dataset presents a good accuracy for the model in predicting this trait.

The Bland and Altman diagram for the TKW prediction model is presented in 
Fig. 8. The diagram presented a margin of error of operation of − 6.56 to + 6.59 units 
of TKW. Using the mean value of the trait, this range is equal to a range of − 22.13% 
to + 22.23%. Thus, this error of operation is still effective.

Fig. 7  Bland and Altman diagram for the  Gnm− 2 model

Table 5  Value for MAPE for each group in the cross-validation for TKW estimation

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Average

MAPE 8.69% 7.60% 8.93% 7.95% 12.39% 9.13%
RMSE 3.28 g 2.88 g 3.37 g 2.80 g 4.22 g 3.31 g
Standard Deviation 6.55% 5.47% 5.85% 5.68% 10.01% 6.71%
Min–Max 1.49–30.06% 0.09–22.99% 0.72–24.70% 0.05–19.86% 0.17–37.25%
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Discussion

Increasing global temperatures as a result of global climatic disruptions, especially in sub-
tropical and semi-arid latitudes, has been projected to have detrimentally adverse repercus-
sions on the productivity of wheat breeding and production; with climatic modeling studies 
predicting more severe and frequent heatwaves in the near future (Ortiz et al., 2008; Trnka 
et al., 2014). High temperatures can hinder the development and growth of wheat plants 
during both the day and nighttime at all developmental stages, but the adverse effects of 
high-temperature stress during the grain filling stage, in particular, has been shown to have 
deleterious effects on growth and ultimately grain yield (Reynolds et  al., 2012). Yield, 
yield-related traits and complex physiological trait (CMT), an indicator of heat stress toler-
ance in wheat, were explored to develop a model for wheat yield prediction under high-
temperature environmental conditions and relatively small-scale data availability.

The ground-collected phenotypic data and hyperspectral imaging data were derived 
from a 40-genotype soft red facultative wheat panel. The genotypes have been well-charac-
terized as being adapted to the high temperatures and humidity experienced by south and 
southeastern states in the USA. The 40-genotypes chosen for this experiment were specifi-
cally selected to encompass most of the genetic variability within the south and the south-
eastern USA. The reasoning behind only using a small, 40-genotype subset of a greater 
genotypic population was to simulate grain breeding scenarios where very large-scale 
experiments with abundant genetic material are infeasible due to financial, environmental 
or phenotypic data taking constraints. Such is the case for many breeding programs in still-
developing areas of the world that share subtropical, high-temperature climates. Multi-fam-
ily populations have been proven to be optimal for developing prediction models in small 
grain crops compared to using bi-parental populations as they can facilitate the incorpora-
tion of greater genetic variability into a model. However, a major drawback to using multi-
family populations is that they tend to require large population sizes, extensive environ-
mental data and dense marker genotypes. With this goal and apparent limitation of small 
population size in mind, the function on function linear regression with signal compression 
approach was taken on a multi-family population. This study demonstrates that UAV-based 

Fig. 8  Bland and Altman diagram for the TKW prediction model
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hyperspectral imaging is a promising high throughput phenotyping tool for predicting gen-
otypic performance for grain yield and complex physiological traits in wheat in a small set 
of genotypes under stress conditions. The combination of hyperspectral phenotype (which 
is associated with complex in-season physiological and yield-related traits) with genomic 
information has the potential to improve the accuracy and quality of phenotypic prediction 
and will enable breeders to capture the genetic potential of wheat to cope with heat stress.

Overall, the models of each trait presented a good accuracy compared to their data 
standard deviation. This shows that the function-on-function algorithm chosen for the 
model is reliable for small datasets with large amounts of data. The MAPE is a good tool 
to evaluate the accuracy of the model on a large-scale experiment, but the Bland and Alt-
man diagram shows a better evaluation of the error using metrics of standard deviation, on 
small-scale experiments. This presents a better range of error when the model is in actual 
operation. Unfortunately, only the spectral data from just one of the multiple flight dates 
that were conducted was used due to issues with the hyperspectral scanner itself when con-
ducting aerial data collection and limited availability to conduct the hyperspectral flights. 
In an ideal scenario, the data from the multiple flights that were conducted would be used. 
Despite this, the findings act as an inaugural study into demonstrating the effectiveness of 
the application of a function on function linear regression with Sigcomp to high through-
put phenotyping in wheat breeding. Future studies will involve incorporating spectral data 
from multiple flight dates from multiple growth stages of the wheat plants to ascertain 
the relationships between phenotype and spectral reflectance over the plant’s life cycle for 
early grain yield prediction.

To determine model prediction accuracy, the 40-genotype panel used in this study was 
partitioned into five subgroups of equivalent size, where four subgroups are used to fit the 
prediction model, serving as the training population. The other leftover subgroup served 
as the training or validation population to assess any correlations among the observed and 
predicted values of the traits being studied. The process is repeated five times so that each 
of the five different subgroups can be used as the prediction set at least once. In order to 
control the genotypic relatedness among lines, the panel was stratified based on the discri-
minant analysis of principal components (DAPC) clustering analysis to ensure that lines 
included within the same group are present in either the training population or validation 
population, but never in both concurrently.

Of the traits examined in this study, the heat stress tolerance indicator physiological trait 
CMT presents a lower variability than the other traits examined and a higher concentration 
of values within a certain range, leading to a skewness value very near − 1.00 (− 0.97). 
Because of this skewed nature of the CMT data, the developed model for the trait is more 
susceptible to overfitting issues. This may indeed indicate that there is a need for a closer 
evaluation of the CMT model that was created in this experiment. This issue regarding 
overfitting for CMT may be ameliorated by incorporating CMT data points from less or 
similarly related wheat genotypes that exhibit more extreme values for CMT, that is to say, 
lines with very high and very low CMT values. Multi-year and multi-environment data for 
CMT may also help to solve issues of model overfitting for the trait. Despite these prospec-
tive issues that were foreseen to complicate predictions of CMT, the model still achieved 
a highly precise range of operation (between − 10.13 and + 10.21) with under 15% error 
for all expected measurements utilizing spectral data, as shown in the Bland-Altman dia-
gram of Fig. 5. Also, for CMT, the average MAPE for all cross-validation folds was 5.28 %, 
which is very low but was so due to the low variability exhibited by the dataset and did 
not speak to the robustness of the model. Because of such low variability in CMT values 
within the dataset, to avoid overfitting, it was instead opted to use the variance of the CMT 
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dataset; where the average MAPE of 5.28% corresponds to a variation of approximately 
3.93 CMT units, much lower than the variance of the dataset itself which was 10.19 CMT 
units. This would indicate that the model developed has relatively high prediction power 
without overfitting the data. However, because of the relative difficulty and labor intensity 
of collecting CMT measurements, studies incorporating this secondary indicator trait are 
scarce. Thus, the results from this study offer novel insight into the potential of this trait to 
be further incorporated into grain yield estimations in wheat crops.

For grain yield and the yield-related traits of  Gnm− 2 and TKW, the average MAPEs for 
the models were consistently under 15% error (13.42%, 14.73 and 9.13%, respectively). 
This low level of error for all three traits indicates that despite only a relatively small num-
ber of individuals present within the dataset, the model that employs function on function 
linear regression with Sigcomp is still robust for incorporating new data. The MAPEs for 
each trait are also relatively close to one another, indicating that the models exhibit good 
repeatability. For grain yield, a reliability range of − 1.66 to + 1.75 t/ha in the Bland-Alt-
man diagram indicates the model’s capacity to predict yield with ~ 32% error on 95% of the 
predictions when using the mean value as a base. A range of 32% in error with high reli-
ability is acceptable for yield and demonstrates that this model could potentially be applied 
to datasets with even fewer individuals. In comparison to other works in the literature for 
yield prediction, the current approach got a RMSE of 869.20 kg/ha. Zhang et al. (2018) got 
an RMSE of 353.00 kg/ha, but used a spectroradiometer, which collects spectral data at the 
leaf level and requires a ground-based measurement. Zhang et al. (2020) got an RMSE of 
786.50 kg/ha by using satellite spectral imagery and used only a five-point sampling to rep-
resent the whole area. Similar studies that assimilated crop phenology and LAI into crop 
growth models for grain yield estimation in wheat achieved RMSE values of 737.00 kg/
ha (Chen et al., 2018) and 585.00 kg/ha (Huang et al., 2015) when using remote sensing 
data derived from satellite imaging. These error values are lower than those achieved in 
this study but are still comparable when considering the large number of data points used 
in those studies compared to the relatively few available in the present study. Gaso et al. 
(2019) achieved RMSE for estimated yield in wheat of 966.00 kg/ha when applying a sim-
ple regression estimation method based on vegetation indices from satellite imaging data, 
suggesting that UAV-based imaging and yield estimation approaches as potentially supe-
rior. In general, comparison between different studies based on RMSE is problematic since 
each study has a different dataset.

In the case of  Gnm− 2, the data presented a larger spread compared to any of the other 
investigated traits. However, it still had a low error (14.73%) similar to the other traits. This 
low MAPE with a large spread of errors proves the model to be promising for application 
in future studies as it is reliable on different sizes of datasets. The reliability of error for the 
 Gnm− 2 model was between − 6125.15 and + 6414.87, which corresponds to an error of 
operation of 35.80%, which is acceptable for a model trained on a small sized model data-
set. TKW had the lowest average MAPE of 9.13%, which, when compared with the CV of 
the dataset, presents a good accuracy for the model’s prediction of the trait. When looking 
at the Bland-Altman diagram for TKW, the margin of error of operation is − 6.56 to + 6.59 
units of TKW. When using the mean value of the trait, this range is equal to − 22.13% to 
+ 22.23%, which is still effective for prediction purposes.

This particular research experiment fits into the greater body of high throughput 
phenotyping for agronomic crop research. It provides a snapshot of the capabilities of 
hyperspectral UAV-based imaging when applied to phenotyping to make connections 
between phenotypic traits and the genotypes that drive their expression. Standardization 
of small-grain agronomic crop phenotyping has proven a unique challenge due to the 
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many differences between target environments and interaction effects that are bound to 
occur between the genotype and phenotype and the genotype and the growing environ-
ment. Although there are studies that tackle this issue, such as Guo et  al. (2020) and 
Lado et al. (2016), it is emphasized in limited data scenarios such as the one presented 
in this research. The methods and model presented in this study have the potential to be 
generalized to a larger dataset containing more diverse wheat genotypes that are grown 
in multiple environments, which would support the concept of transforming novel crop 
HTP collection and analysis methods into standardizable data processing pipelines that 
can break into the world of commercial crop breeding. Over the years, aerial-based high 
throughput crop phenotyping from a data collection perspective has adopted specific 
techniques as standard approaches, such as the usage of crop vegetation indices as met-
rics of plant health, the employment of reflectance panels in the field for radiometric 
image correction and the implementation of ground control points for accurate image 
georeferencing. However, the implementation and adoption of different models for phe-
notypic trait prediction in wheat remain largely varied; thus accentuating the impor-
tance of the current study in making steps towards increasing the generalizability of 
high throughput phenotyping crop prediction models.

Conclusions

Precise and reliable models for yield traits prediction could help researchers find stress 
tolerant germplasm and link genotypic variations to natural variations and adaptive 
traits under field conditions. Yield traits prediction models for wheat are developed and 
evaluated as to their accuracy and reliability. This study illustrates the use of hyper-
spectral UAV systems to predict yield and certain other traits (grain number per square 
meter, thousand kernel weight and cellular membrane thermostability) for facultative 
wheat genotypes under conditions where data is constrained and data points are limited. 
Here, the values for yield and three other traits were processed by a function on function 
linear regression with signal compression to estimate the precision of yield and other 
trait predictions through UAV-based hyperspectral imaging techniques. The results 
presented from the data proved to be promising, giving relatively high accuracies for 
all the traits considered compared to each of their data standard deviations. Yield and 
other trait prediction through the function on function algorithm employed here denote 
a marked advancement in the ability to develop models with high prediction accuracies 
when relatively little phenotypic data is available and when that data does not necessar-
ily encompass a wide range of values. Predicting wheat yield and performance under 
heat stress through advanced statistical predictive models allows breeding programs to 
make line selections earlier than normal in the breeding cycle, therefore increasing the 
speed of cultivar development and release; now it has been shown that this is possi-
ble even when the breeder does not have copious amounts of phenotypic data. Future 
research can be oriented towards incorporating phenotypic data of other secondary traits 
related to high yield under heat-stressed conditions into the function on function model. 
Comprehensive studies on how UAV-based spectral data taken from early-stage wheat 
plants can be modeled to predict yield and other traits are also important to increase the 
selection speed in wheat breeding programs.
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